
Conscious Discipline
Becoming the change we want to see

Becoming Brain Smart(Part #2)



Becoming Brain Smart

State dictates behavior!  We must focus on the state first and the 
behavior second.

Self-regulation puts a pause between the stimulus and the response.

Self-regulation is a TOP predictor of life success-even MORE 
important than early academics!!

The way parents treat each other is MORE powerful for a child’s 
development of self-regulation that the was the parent treats the 
child!!



Self-Talk

● Adults talk to themselves in the heads.  This inner speech helps 
to govern our behavior.  Children develop this ability SLOWLY 
over time, with inner speech generally maturing around the age 
of 6, but can be later for children who have experienced trauma 
or have special needs.

● So, how do young children self-regulate if they do not have 
mature inner speech?  Well, they DON’T!!

● Prior to inner speech developing, you children think in picture 
form, so posting pictures of expectations helps children 
understand our expectations, and they are therefore more likely 
to succeed in meeting our expectations.



Brain State Model: What is needed, what this looks 
like, and the message the brain is giving.



Conscious Discipline Brain State Model Summary
Brain State Skills we can access Question

Survival State-child is 
functioning under durrest

Attack/defend/surrender
Looks like:slamming, 
hitting, kicking, 
biting,throwing objects

Am I safe? (N.A.R.C.S)

Emotional State: Blame/shame
Looks like: Verbal 
attacking, name calling, 
verbal aggression

Am I loved? (R.E.J.E.C.T)

Executive State: Executive skills override 
impulses
Looks like:Setting goals, 
getting along, wisdom, 
investigation

What can I learn? 
(S.P.A.C.E)



A.N.S.

The system responsible for our arousal system is 
called the Autonomic Nervous System, and it has 2 
basic subsystems:

● The parasympathetic system works like the brake 
on a car to slow down

● The sympathetic system works like the gas pedal to 
make the car go



N.A.R.C.S.-The Survival State Acronym

N-Noticing

A-Assertiveness(adults)

R-Routines with pictures

C-Composure

S-Safe place/Safekeeper



R.E.J.E.C.T-Emotional State Acronym

R-Rituals

E-Encouragement

J-Jobs

E-Empathy

C-Choices

T-The School Family



S.P.A.C.E-The Executive State Acronym

S-Solutions(class meetings)

P-Positive Intent

A-Academic Integration

C-Consequences

E-Executive Skills



Brain States (Cont.)

When you are triggered and move into your emotional 
state, it is our parent’s voice that is playing on our 
CD-Rom

Information gets filtered through our emotional state 
and decides what to do with this information based on 
our relationship with the speaker.



What do we Perceive?

We perceive threats when we are in our survival state 
and our intent is to punish the child’s behavior.
We perceive irritation in our emotional state and our 
intent is to stop the behavior.
We perceive a call for help when we are in our 
executive state and our intent is to help/teach the 
child.



N.A.R.C.S.

Characteristics

1. No eye contact
2. Resistance to questions, touch, and understanding
3. Tense face/body
4. Feels cornered and powerless

Conscious Discipline Skills

1. Composure:S.T.A.R., upload; breathe with me, download
2. Noticing: “You face looks like this.”
3. Language of safety: “You are safe.”
4. Assertiveness: Voice of no doubt



R.E.J.E.C.T

Characteristics

1. Body relaxes
2. Eye contact and touch are helpful
3. Seeking connection, understanding, and/or power

Conscious Discipline Skills

1. Encouragement: “You can do it”
2. Choices: “You have a choice.”
3. Empathy: “You seem________”



S.P.A.C.E

Characteristics:

1. Tend to focus on what you don’t want 1st.
2. Willing and ready to learn a new skill
3. Able to reflect and plan
4. Sees impact on others

Conscious Discipline Skills:

1. Positive intent: “You wanted_____ or “You were hoping _____”
2. Natural Consequences: “Did you like it?”
3. Logical choice: You have a choice!  You can choose to (helpful 

skill) and (positive consequence) or (hurtful skill) and (negative 
consequence).



Becoming Brain Smart Part 2

The higher higher centers of the brain love novelty/newness

The lower centers of the brain love sameness and predictability.(reading 
the same book over and over again)

The MUST be a balance of the 2 for peace and harmony.

The key to “knowing” how to do better verses actually “doing” better is 
connection.

The prefrontal lobe(responsible for complex decision making) doesn’t 
fully mature until around 24 years of age.

Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere

Literal, Logical, sees linearly, loves 
order

Play, negative emotions, sees the 
whole, non-verbal, artsy, music, PE, 
expressive



Becoming Brain Smart Part 2(Cont.)

The way we react to emotionally-driven children shapes their inner 
speech FOR THE REST OF THEIR LIVES!!

The intent, tone of voice and words we use with children who are 
experiencing an emotional state becomes part of an internal CD-Rom than 
can impact them FOR THE REST OF THEIR LIVES!!

The right hemisphere of the brain exhibits complaining and nagging 
behaviors because we are focused on what we DON’T want.  The left 
hemisphere of the brain focuses on what we DO want.

To integrate the brain, we must flip from focusing on what we DON’T 
WANT to focusing on what we DO WANT by using positive intent and 
language like, “You wanted_______.”



Becoming Brain Smart Part 2(Cont.)

The key to “knowing” how to do better versus actually “doing” better is 
connection! 

Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere

Logical; step by step; linear; educators 
love this side and are always working 
to improve its performance on 
testing/classwork; focuses on what we 
want: “Oh, you wanted______” or “Oh, 
you were hoping for ________”

Sees the whole; loves images; 
processes emotional information; 
non-verbal; responsible for 
art/music/PE/dance(artistic activities); 
expressive; play; sounds slightly 
whiny/complaining; focuses on what 
we don’t want 



Q.T.I.P and O.O.P.S
In order to teach children a better way, we must Q.T.I.P when it 
comes to their skill deficiencies and be willing to see out own 
missteps as O.O.P.S.

Q.T.I.P O.O.P.S.

Q-Quit O-Other

T-Taking O-Opportunities(to)

I-It P-Practice

P-Personal S-Self-control

The prefrontal lobe isn’t fully developed until age 24!!


